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Computer Literacy

Equally significant, and we think
worthy of special emphasis, Mr.
Heckert also noted that computer
literacy is ovefrated and a lousy
trade-off as a substitute for basic
skills because the computer will
soon be a simple tool that anyone
can operate.

"Young people must understandthat the standards of
behavior, speech (not so-called
"black English") and dress expectedof employees often differ
markedly from those accepted in
student circles."

There are two interesting apd
related factors that help to explainthe significance of the
Academy's repottr

First, a new statewide test of
writing skills given to North
Carolina's ninth-grade students
during the past school year producedtroubling results. Almost
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the National Center for
Education Statistics, a

research division of the U.S.
Department of Education, indicatea general erosion in the
numbers of blacks being trainedin higher education fields.
For example, between the
academic years 1976-77 to
1980-81, black college enroll-
ment increased by 3.3 percent,
while the numbers of black
high school graduates jumped
by 20 percent during the same

period. The number of fulltimeblack graduate students
in master's and doctoral programsremained the same duringthese years. The National
Center notes that "the number
of degrees at the bachelor's
level or above awarded to
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half the students -- 45.4 percent -scoredthe lowest possible grade,
one, on the test, which was

designed to measure students'
ability to communicate an idea,
resulted in such poor results that
many charges have been made of
flaws in the test.

Flaws In Test
Some students argued that the

test's instructions were ambiguousand many parents added,
with justification, that grading a

writing test is at best a subjective
undertaking.

Interestingly enough,
educators themselves have now
been charged with using a form
of educators' bureaucratic
language that might explain why
our .ninthnfttariffirr riiri amepmmkp
on the test.
Education news reporters

claim, for example, that
educators too often talk about
the "basic fundamentals" with
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black students slipped 1.6 percentfrom 1976 to 1981, to
82,000 from 83,400. At the
master's level, the number of
degrees awarded fell 16 percentfor blacks and only 4 percentfor whites.
Only 10 years ago, about

one-third of all black students,
and only 36 percent of whites,
attend two-year schools. The
vast majority of these black
students never advance to

four-year colleges. Between
1976 and 1981, the only major
gain in black college enrollmentwas in vocational and occupationalprograms.

Dr. Manning Marable
teaches political sociology at

Colgate University in
Hamilton, A. Y.
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no reference nor understanding
of other fundamentals. Then,
too, they call school teachers
"classroom managers" and
students have become "education
users."
And students don't work on

math problems; rather, they
spend "time-on-task." Much
similar nonsense language is
often used.

It is time we gave serious
thought to the full meaning to

learning and adapting either as an

educator, a student or a parent.
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At this writing, we are 55-12
and have won four tournaments.
We have finished second twice,
third once and tour once in eight
tournaments.

Again, thanks and keep up the
good work.

Steven A. Floyd
Winston Stars Softball Club
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"I've been down there
picketing and 10- and 11-year-old
children will ask me if the Rev.
Moon is God," Vives said. "The
kids are taken by the air conditionedvan and the videos.
"I'm not coming down here to

try to tell this community what to

do," Vives said. "I would like
for that community to know I
would be picketing if they were

on Buena Vista Hill or any other
liinK.rarit rlictript I met mint nort
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pie to be warned. I want people
to watch their children. 1 don't
think Winston-Salem needs
another hustler of his (the Rev.
Moon's) kind, nor does North
Carolina. I just feel like they are
dangerous."

But Clement disagrees. As long
as the Moonies are not trying to
sell her or the rest of the communityon their religion, she said,
they can stay.

"If I thought they were doing
something wrong, I would call
the police," Clement said. "I'm
an outspoken person and around
here I'm known as the
policewoman. I will get the police
on them right quick."
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BLACKAl
Vhh| ";! Tb Tbny Brown, the issues

facing Black America are
B(WNB far too complex to be seen

jhmNwmA as simply Black and White.
Good or Bad. Because

when Tbny Brown tackles an issue, he
goes past the obvious, the superficial.
He's looking for the truth.

Tbny Brown exposes issues with a piercinginsight that asks not just Who and
What, but Why. No candy-coated journalismor happy ending outlooks. He wants
the truth. All of it.

That's what has earned Tbny Brown
the respect and praise of some
of this country's most influential
journalists. And what has made Tbny
Brown's Journal the most watched
Black Affairs program in television
history.
r . i
I BLACK GOLD MINE I
I The nation's longest-running, top-ranked. Black- I
| Affairs television series has its own mag- |
i azine. Not Available on Newsstands! For the .

. latest special issue of Tony Brown's Journal
Magazine send S3.0O to: J

Tony Brown Productions
I 1501 Broadway. Suite 2014I

| New York. NY 10036 |
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LACKAFHURS
TJUST
>WHITE.

Tony Brown dares to ask the questions
no one else will ask. Like when he invest!-
gated the social phenomenon of Blackon-Blackcrime, in "Crisis: Blacks Killing
Each Other" Or when he posed the
question, "'Black Revolt in the 80's: is it
coming?"

Tbugh questions, sure. But to Tbny
Brown, that's what journalism is all
about. And as PBS brings Tbny Brown's
Journal into its 14th year of hard-hitting
reporting, Tbny Brown continues to
demand answers that are straight,
honest, and complete.
So while many around him are content to
present Black issues by just reporting,
Tbny Brown insists on understanding. Becauseto Tbny Brown, the truth
is more than Black and White. FpepwI
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